
ENGLISH

1.1
Externally assessed 4 credits

 Achievement Standard 90849
Show understanding of specifi ed 
aspect(s) of studied written text(s), 
using supporting evidence

Understanding studied written texts

The exam
Achievement Standard 90849 (English 1.1) assesses your understanding of, and response to, written texts.

Written texts include the novel, non-fi ction, the short story, poetry/song lyric, print media, digital/
online text and drama, or a combination of these.

You should aim to write a concise and well-organised answer of no more than three pages in length in 
response to one of the questions offered.

Choosing a question
Spend some of your time selecting the best question to answer. If you have studied and revised thoroughly, 
you should be able to answer several questions from the options given. For example, information you have 
learnt about an important character could be used in a question on character, or structure, or language.

You can write about one or more written texts you have studied. If you choose to write about more than 
one written text, the texts can be:

• the same text type (e.g. two poems)

• different text types – inter-textual studies (e.g. a novel and a short story)

• by the same or different authors.

Answering a question
Question format helps guide your response.
• ‘Describe …’ – you should outline how the specifi ed ideas, style or language features apply to the 

written text on which you are answering (‘on the lines’ – straightforward material).

• ‘Explain …’ – this part of the question prompts a more convincing and/or perceptive response 
(‘between or beyond the lines’ – material that shows engagement and developed thinking).

• Phrases such as ‘important in the text(s) as a whole’ indicate that you need to write about the ideas in 
the text(s) and/or the writer’s purpose, in the context of the question.

Answer both parts of the question in order to create a balanced answer.

Use clear, well-chosen points.

Back up your points with reference to relevant and specifi c evidence and examples from the text(s).

Relevant and specifi c evidence and examples could include:

• summaries of events

• descriptions of characters or places

• direct quotations of evidence from your studied text(s).
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1.1

Achievement criteria

Achieved Merit Excellence

Show understanding of 
specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
written text(s) 

using supporting evidence

Show convincing understanding 
of specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
written text(s) using supporting 
evidence

Show perceptive understanding 
of specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
written text(s) using supporting 
evidence

Show you know the text well and 
can make some points relevant to 
the topic in an organised written 
response.

Make clear points, relevant to the topic, 
some of which are linked to each other 
in an organised written response.

Well-chosen evidence, 
with reference to relevant 
specifi c details from the 
text (including quotation).

The answer addresses questions selected from aspects of literary study as follows.
• Purposes and audiences.
• Ideas (character, themes, settings).
• Language (style, vocabulary, fi gurative language).
• Structures (beginnings and endings, parts and whole texts, narratives).

Make clear points showing 
insight or originality, which 
are linked, developed and 
integrated in an organised 
written response.

Study checklist
Following is a list of aspects of written text, most of which you will have covered during your studies. 
Exam questions could include any of these aspects. For example, a question on ‘character/individual’ in 
your studied written text(s) could ask about a character’s personality, how the character develops, what 
challenges or diffi culties the character faces, and so on.

It is also very important to be familiar with a text’s themes and ideas as most questions will ask you to relate 
aspects such as character and setting to the text’s important or ‘key’ ideas.

To ensure exam success, you should study and know well all aspects of the written text(s) you have studied.
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2019
13. Describe how at least one character or individual in the text accepted change.

Explain why the character or individual willingly accepted this change.

14. Describe a confl ict in the text.
Explain how the confl ict helped you to understand human nature.

15. Describe an important idea in the text.
Explain whether or not you think this idea is relevant to teenagers today.

16. Describe how techniques have been used in the text.
Explain how these techniques have been used to create a particular effect.
‘Techniques’ could include characterisation, dialogue, narrative point of view, language techniques, style, or 
structure.

17. Describe either a realistic or an unrealistic setting in the text.
Explain how the realism or unreality of this setting helped you to understand a particular idea.

18. Describe at least one character or individual you could relate to in the text.
Explain why it is important that you were able to relate to the character or individual.

2018
19. Describe at least one method the writer used to engage the reader with the text.

Explain how this method helped to engage you.
Note: Methods could include characters, events, relationships, narrative point of view, language techniques, 
style, confl icts, or structure.

20. Describe a key relationship between two or more characters or individuals in the text.
Explain how this relationship helped you to understand at least one of these characters or individuals.

21. Describe at least one way that a character or individual changed in the text.
Explain how this change was important to the text as a whole.

22. Describe at least one challenging setting in the text.
Explain how this setting helped you understand an important idea in the text.

23. Describe at least one memorable idea in the text.
Explain why this idea was memorable to you.

Key points for success during the exam
• Choose a question that suits the text you have studied in class and that you have information and ideas on.

• Underline the key parts of the question and make sure you target all aspects in your answer. Use key 
words or phrases from the question within your answer.

• Plan how you will answer the question before you begin writing. List the key points you could mention. 
For each point, note examples from the text that you could refer to.

• Think about how best to order your points and plan your answer in the planning box provided.

• State the title and author of your text in your introduction.

• Divide your answer into paragraphs. Start each new paragraph with a topic sentence that summarises 
the main idea of the paragraph.

• Show you know your text well by making clear points and referring to key details such as characters, 
uses of language, structures and/or events from the text.

• The quality of your writing about the written text is more important than the length of your essay. Aim 
to show convincing and perceptive understanding in your writing – i.e. that you can read ‘between the 
lines’ and ‘beyond the lines’ – in order to gain higher grades.



ENGLISH

1.2
Externally assessed 4 credits

 Achievement Standard 90850
Show understanding of specifi ed 
aspect(s) of studied visual or oral 
text(s), using supporting evidence

Understanding studied visual and oral texts

The exam
Achievement Standard 90850 (English 1.2) assesses your understanding of, and response to, visual and/or 
oral texts.

Visual and oral texts include fi lm, digital/online text, drama production, television programme, radio 
programme, oral performance and graphic novel, or a combination of these.

You should aim to write a concise and well-organised answer of no more than three (3) pages in length in 
response to one of the questions offered.

Choosing a question
Spend some of your time selecting the best question to answer. If you have studied and revised thoroughly, 
you should be able to answer several questions from the options given. For example, information learnt about 
an important character could be used in a question on character, or structure, or visual or oral techniques.

You can write about one or more visual or oral texts you have studied. If you choose to write about more 
than one visual or oral text, the texts can be:

• the same text type (e.g. two short fi lms)

• different text types – inter-textual studies (e.g. a feature fi lm and a short fi lm, a fi lm and a radio programme)

• by the same or different creators.

Answering a question
Question format helps guide your response.
• ‘Describe …’ – you should outline how the specifi ed ideas, style or language features apply to the 

written text on which you are answering (‘on the lines’ – straightforward material).

• ‘Explain …’ – this part of the question prompts a more convincing and/or perceptive response 
(‘between or beyond the lines’ – material that shows engagement and developed thinking).

• Phrases such as ‘important in the text(s) as a whole’ indicate that you need to write about the ideas in 
the text(s) and/or the writer’s purpose, in the context of the question.

Answer both parts of the question in order to create a balanced answer.

Use clear, well-chosen points.

Back up your points with reference to relevant and specifi c evidence and examples from the text(s). 
Relevant and specifi c evidence and examples could include:

• summaries of events

• descriptions of characters or places

• direct examples or evidence of visual and/or oral language features – such as dialogue, camera shots, 
sound, costuming, props, lighting and other examples.
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Achievement criteria

Achieved Merit Excellence

Show understanding of 
specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
visual or oral text(s) using 
supporting evidence

Show convincing understanding 
of specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
visual or oral text(s) using 
supporting evidence

Show perceptive understanding 
of specifi ed aspect(s) of studied 
visual or oral text(s) using 
supporting evidence

Show you know the text well 
and can make some points 
relevant to the topic in an 
organised written response.

Make clear points, relevant to the 
topic, some of which are linked to 
each other in an organised written 
response.

Well chosen, reference to 
relevant specifi c visual/
oral details from the text 
(including quotation of 
dialogue, description of 
visual/oral techniques).

The answer addresses questions selected from aspects of 
literary study as follows:
• Purposes and audiences.
• Ideas (character, themes, settings).
•  Language features of visual/oral texts (cinematography, 

editing, special effects, dialogue/oral language, 
narration, sound effects, ambient sound).

•  Structures (beginnings and endings, parts and whole 
texts, narratives).

Make clear points showing insight 
or originality, which are linked, 
developed and integrated in an 
organised written response.

Study checklist
Exam questions on visual and oral texts will ask you to discuss how a director or creator deliberately uses 
visual and oral techniques to convey important ideas through a text’s character, setting, and structure.

You will need to be very familiar with the important ideas and the visual and oral language features of 
the studied text(s) and how they relate to each other.

You will also need to study and know well all aspects of the visual or oral text(s) you have studied, such as 
character, structure, setting and themes. Exam questions could include any of these aspects. For example, 
a question on ‘structure’ in your visual or oral text(s) could ask about how the text starts or ends or about 
an important or powerful event or moment in the story.

Task 1: Study checklist – what do you know?
Following is a list of aspects of visual and oral text, most of which you will have covered during your studies.

Review your visual or oral text study materials (e.g. class notes, study guide, revision notes), and use this 
checklist to reveal the aspects of oral and visual text that you have studied already and those you need to 
do more work on.

Note that some aspects may not be relevant to your studied visual or oral text(s). Always ask your teacher 
for guidance.
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Task 4: The structure of your visual or oral text(s)
Complete the graph following, by selecting and recording the main events of your text on the numbered 
lines provided. You may not have enough events to fi ll all the lines.

1. 2. 3. 4. 11
.

12
.

13
.

14
.

15
.

5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10
.

The exposition – the 
setting is established, 
characters introduced, 
etc.

Climax – the point 
of highest tension

The catalyst – the 
event that starts the 
story’s focus / main 
action

Resolution – 
the ending; 
all conflicts 
are wrapped 
up and the 
outcome is 
reached

 Task 5: Aspects of structure
Choose the THREE main aspects of structure in your studied text(s) and fi ll in the template.

Aspects of structure Visual/oral language features used to support structure

1.

2.

3.



ENGLISH

1.3
Externally assessed 4 credits

 Achievement Standard 90851
Show understanding of signifi cant aspects 
of unfamiliar written text(s) through close 
reading, using supporting evidence

Understanding signifi cant aspects of unfamiliar written texts
Achievement Standard 90851 (English 1.3) assesses your ability to read and show understanding of 
unfamiliar written texts.

This chapter will focus on skills required, and provide practice tasks for reading unfamiliar written texts.

The exam
Written texts include non-fi ction, prose and poetry and could be short texts or extracts from longer texts.

The examination will comprise short and paragraph-type answers on three pieces of unfamiliar written text:  
poetry; prose fi ction; non-fi ction.

You should spend 60 minutes on the external examination for this standard – 20 minutes on each written text.

The questions on each text are divided into two parts.

To gain ‘Achieved’, you must be able to ‘explain’ your understanding of a signifi cant language feature or 
technique in parts (a) and (b) of the question.

You will gain ‘Merit’ if your answer is convincing and if you can explain both how and why the writer used  
particular language features or techniques, making connections between them.

You will gain ‘Excellence’ if you can explain both how and why the writer used a range of language features 
or techniques in a well-structured and fl uent answer, linking and synthesising points from across the text 
and showing recognition of the writer’s craft and purpose.

Each question is marked holistically, i.e. one overall grade is awarded for answers to (a) and (b).

Achievement criteria

Achieved Merit Excellence

Show understanding
of signifi cant aspects of 
unfamiliar written texts 
through close reading using 
supporting evidence.

Show convincing understanding
of signifi cant aspects of unfamiliar 
written texts through close reading 
using supporting evidence.

Show perceptive understanding
of signifi cant aspects of unfamiliar 
written texts through close reading 
using supporting evidence.

Explaining signifi cant aspect(s) in 
terms of meanings and effects created.

Explaining how signifi cant aspects 
work together to create meaning.

Selected from purposes and audiences, ideas (characters, theme, 
setting), language features (e.g. fi gurative language, style, syntax/
grammar, symbolism, vocabulary), structures (e.g. part text, 
whole text, narrative), text conventions (the features of a text 
which suit it for purpose; e.g. a news feature often begins with 
an anecdote to personalise the story and gain reader attention).

Explaining how signifi cant aspect(s) 
communicate ideas about wider 
contexts; e.g. the whole text and/or 
human experience, society and the 
wider world.

Using specifi c and 
relevant details from the 
text to support ideas.
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Model answer

Following is an example of an appropriate answer. Language features and examples are highlighted in the 
poem and shown in the annotations.

a. i. Identify ONE language feature that the writer uses to describe war.

ii. Provide an example of this language feature from the text (highlighted in the poem).

Dulce et Decorum Est

 Simile Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,
 Simile Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,

  Till on the haunting fl ares we turned our backs
  And towards our distant rest began to trudge.

 Alliteration Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots
  But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;  Metaphor 

  Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots  Metaphor 

  Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind.

 Repetition Gas! Gas! Quick, boys! – An ecstasy of fumbling,
  Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time;
  But someone still was yelling out and stumbling,
  And fl ound’ring like a man in fi re or lime …  Simile 

  Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light,  Adjectives 

 Simile As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.

  In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,
  He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.  Repetition of ‘drowning’ 

  If in some smothering dreams you too could pace
  Behind the wagon that we fl ung him in,
  And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,  Alliteration of ‘w’ 

  His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;  Simile 

 Repetition of ‘if’ If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood 
  Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,  Adjectives 

  Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud  Simile 

  Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues;  Adjectives 

  My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
  To children ardent for some desperate glory;  Oxymoron 

  The old Lie: Dulce et Decorum est
  Pro patria mori.

Wilfred Owen
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 Close reading of written language

  Question One: Narrative prose
  In this extract from a short story, the writer has invited his father to visit him in Wellington for a weekend, 
and they are having a meal after watching a cricket match together.

Wild Pork 

Despite putting on his reading glasses and holding the laminated menu at arm’s length, Dad
still couldn’t read Vietnamese. When the squiggly vowels fi nally became clear enough to
read, he frowned and said, ‘I don’t suppose I can get a burger here, either.’

I gritted my teeth. ‘It’s good kai. I reckon you’ll like it.’

Two deep breaths later he said, ‘Mate, I’ve got no idea.’ 5

Dad eventually ordered the beef soup, and almost smiled when it came in a bowl half the
size of his head. He sniffed his dinner and watched me struggle with a pair of chopsticks.
He rolled his eyes, as if to say ‘Well, you’re the one who wanted fancy Asian food.’ Of
course, he’d never say that – he’s not a talkative guy.

It was a lot easier talking to Dad when I was still going pig hunting. Every Saturday 10
morning we’d be up before the sun and off to meet Uncle Kev and his son Robbie. Then
we’d be back at the truck for a late lunch, then drive into town for the weigh-in at the
Aramoho Pub. There’d be bloodied Swanndris and kids running in gumboots and a rack
of pigs hung by their jaws. I’d stand by Dad in the car park while he spun yarn after yarn
about the boar we’d nearly caught. Well, the boar he’d nearly caught. I never enjoyed 15
hunting, not since my fi rst pig hunt.

He picked up a mouthful of noodles, but they slid off his fork and fell back into the broth.
He sighed and dropped his cutlery into the half-fi nished bowl of phở.

‘You wanna order some more?’ I asked.

‘Nah I’m right.’ 20

‘You’re not into the food?’

‘Well, it’s not very bloody edible, is it?’

Talking to Dad was like breathing through a straw. There were two versions of my Dad: the
one I’d seen hunting and at weigh-ins – talkative and funny and friendly – and the one that
sat across from me at the Mekong Cafe. I hadn’t seen that fi rst version since I fi nally told 25
him that I wanted to quit pig hunting. I’d thought he’d be mad at me, but he just went quiet.

Okay, I thought. One last attempt at a conversation, then I can say I’ve done my part.

‘Good game of cricket today, eh?’ I said. ‘Those bowlers take huge run-ups.’

‘It’s a hard-case, alright.’

I faked a cheeky grin. ‘I didn’t see any long run-ups from you, back in the day.’ 30

He wasn’t smiling. ‘Mate, I was buggered from work.’

I looked at the TV over Dad’s shoulder, sipped my beer, and gave up. ‘Oh well,’ I said,
‘I wasn’t much of a cricketer anyway.’

Source (adapted): Horrell, Aaron. (2017). ‘Wild Pork’. Turbine | Kapohau, 2017.
http://turbinekapohau.org.nz/archive-issues/2017-contents/fi ction-aaron-horrell/

Year 2021 
Ans. p. 115
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a. How does the writer describe his father? Support your answer with a quote from the text.

b. Explain how the writer helps you to understand the relationship between father and son. You might 
consider:

 • the son’s feelings

 • the father’s character

 • their interests.

 Support your answer with quotes and examples of language features from the text.



Answers and explanations
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 Achievement Standard 90849 (English 1.1)

Understanding studied written texts

 1.1 Task 4

Example question Question analysis

Describe at least 
one important 
confl ict.

Explain how the 
confl ict helped 
you understand 
at least one key 
idea.

This question has 
two parts:

Describe an 
important confl ict.

Explain why the 
confl ict helped 
me understand at 
least one key idea.

Information required:

Details of the 
important confl ict.

What at least one 
key idea is in the text 
and how the confl ict 
helped me understand 
the idea (or ideas).

General focus of paragraph

Paragraph 1 Describe an important confl ict in the text.

Paragraph 2 Describe at least one key idea in the text and 
explain the fi rst reason that the confl ict helps 
you understand the key idea.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main 
point, provide an Explanation, use Examples and 
evidence and explain their Relevance to your 
main point.

Paragraph 3 Explain a second way in which the confl ict 
helps you understand the key ideas in the text.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main 
point, provide an Explanation, use Examples and 
evidence and explain their Relevance to your 
main point.

Conclusion Pull your ideas together, focusing on your 
main idea.

The short story ‘The Sniper’ by Liam O’Flaherty is based around 
the confl ict between ‘the sniper’ and his ‘enemy’. The sniper is 
a Republican, one of the groups involved in the Irish civil war, or 
‘Troubles’, which lasted throughout the fi rst half of the twentieth 
century. This confl ict is used by O’Flaherty to show the true reality 
of war.

One key idea in ‘The Sniper’ is the extent of damage to society 
that is caused by a civil war. The shocking discovery that the 
Republican sniper makes at the end of the story emphasises the 
idea that civil war can tear families apart, causing brothers to kill 
each other. The Republican sniper is in no doubt that his brother 
would have killed him if he could have. During their confl ict, the 
sniper has thought of his opponent as his ‘enemy’. Families are 
not only torn apart, they turn into mortal enemies who will try to 
kill each other because of a political belief.

p. 11

The confl ict between the two snipers also helps us understand 
how brutal and bloody civil wars are. The Republican sniper 
kills the driver of an enemy armoured car and a civilian, ‘an old 
woman, her head covered by a tattered shawl,’ who tries to tell 
the armoured car driver of the sniper’s location. The sniper has 
no regard for the sex or age of his victims and shows no remorse 
when shooting the old woman. She is an ‘informer’ and must die.

Another way the confl ict helps us understand key ideas is that 
the way the Republican sniper acts during the battle with the 
Free Stater sniper shows us the effect of war on personality. The 
sniper is described as ‘fanatical’. He has ‘cold’ gleaming eyes and 
‘the face of a student, thin and ascetic’. The civil war has made 
this young man almost less than human. Republican ideas are 
more important than anything else and he will kill for them. After 
he kills his enemy, he feels briefl y ‘bitten by remorse’, but this 
is presented as weakness, caused by the wound and ‘the long 
summer day of fasting and watching on the roof’. Feelings of 
remorse are soon laughed off as he swigs from his whiskey fl ask.

O’Flaherty’s story uses confl ict between two brothers to show 
readers the shocking reality of civil war in which families and 
society are destroyed for the sake of political and religious beliefs. (E)

 1.1 Task 6  

Example question Question analysis

Describe the 
most important 
relationship.

Explain how 
this relationship 
infl uences 
events.

This question has 
two parts:

Describe the 
most important 
relationship.

Explain how 
this important 
relationship 
infl uences events.

Information required:

Details of the 
most important 
relationship.

Details of how the 
relationship infl uences 
events in the text.

General focus of paragraph

Paragraph 1 Describe the most important relationship.

Paragraph 2 Explain the fi rst way the relationship infl uences 
events.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main point, 
provide an Explanation, use Examples and evidence 
and explain their Relevance to your main point.

Paragraph 3 Explain the second way the relationship 
infl uences events.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main point, 
provide an Explanation, use Examples and evidence 
and explain their Relevance to your main point.

Conclusion Pull your ideas together, focusing on your 
main idea.

p. 14



The most important relationship in the text Spider by William 
Taylor is the one between Spider and his beloved piano. Spider 
shares a special bond with the piano, which is recognised by Bea 
McKenzie, Spider’s piano teacher. Spider devotes a great deal of 
his time to practising his chosen art form and never complains 
about it, which displays his commitment.

Spider sacrifi ces a lot of the usual habits teenagers indulge in, for 
example ‘having a social life’. Spider hardly ever goes out, and has 
very few close friends. But this doesn’t seem to bother him. Spider 
sacrifi ces playing rugby in order to focus entirely on the piano. 
Although rugby meant a lot to Spider, he realises that without 
making sacrifi ces he wouldn’t have been able to achieve such a 
close bond with his piano, and this is how one of the main themes, 
that of sacrifi ce, is revealed. Spider says, ‘I am doing what I have to 
do. As I say, to do what I want to do, I’ve got to run those miles.’

Spider shares such a close relationship with his piano his mates 
consider him a bit ‘woosy’, particularly Bryson Brown. Spider gets 
given a hard time by Bryson because Bryson thinks he should be 
following something manly, like rugby. Bryson then makes it his duty 
to teach Spider how to be a ‘real man’, and consequently takes him 
out to town on his birthday to all the popular strip clubs. While they 
are at one particular club, Spider discovers, to his absolute horror, 
that his mother is the star attraction. Had Bryson not felt the need 
to make Spider more ‘manly’ and banish his piano-playing habits, 
Spider would never have found out about his mother’s secret.

Due to Spider’s devotion to practising the piano, he tends to 
isolate himself from the real world and the people around him. 
His school principal, Miss Simmonds, also allows him the time 
off school to continue to practise, particularly before his fi nal 
performance in the Helene Goldman Piano Competition. Spider 
practises so much that his tutor, Bea McKenzie, has to force him 
to have a break and get out for a while. Spider doesn’t seem to 
notice how isolated he has become because he is so devoted and 
committed to playing his piano.

Spider’s relationship with his piano plays an extremely infl uential part 
in him winning the Helene Goldman Piano Competition. While the 
other top three fi nalists were all very talented piano players, they did 
not share the same passion that Spider had while he was performing. 
The incredible amount of time Spider had spent practising the piece 
by Beethoven he performed was clearly evident in his performance. 
Because he knew the piece off by heart, bar by bar, note for 
note, he could give a much more passionate performance. All he 
wanted to do was share with the audience a favourite piece of 
music, composed by his idol, Ludwig van Beethoven. (E)

 1.1 Task 8 

Example question Question analysis

Describe the 
setting.

Explain why 
this setting is 
important to the 
characters.

This question has 
two parts:

Describe the 
setting.

Explain how 
the setting is 
important.

Information required:

Details of the setting 
(time and/or place).

Explanation of 
why the setting is 
important in the text 
(could affect plot, 
characters, etc.).

General focus of paragraph

Paragraph 1 Describe the setting of the text.

Paragraph 2 Provide fi rst reason that the setting is 
important.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main point, 
provide an Explanation, use Examples and evidence 
and explain their Relevance to your main point.
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Paragraph 3 Provide second reason that the setting is 
important.

Write a Topic sentence containing your main point, 
provide an Explanation, use Examples and evidence 
and explain their Relevance to your main point.

Conclusion Pull your ideas together, focusing on your 
main idea.

In the novel  Goodnight Mister Tom by Michelle Magorian, the 
setting plays an important role. The novel is set against the 
backdrop of World War II. It is set in England during 1939 and 
1940. Most of the action takes place in a village called ‘Little 
Weirwold’. Little Weirwold is a country village. It has a close-knit 
community, where everyone knows everyone. It is a very happy, 
friendly, bright and welcoming village. A second important 
location within the setting is that of London. London is the total 
opposite of Little Weirwold. London is war-torn and Willie, the 
main character, sees it as a cold, dark and violent place.

The setting is important in that it gives a sense of credibility to the 
story. People know about World War II, therefore they are able to 
believe the story when it talks about bomb raids and the children 
being evacuated into the country to be safe. The main character, 
Willie, is one of the children who are evacuated. It is because of 
the war that Willie is removed from his mother and experiences, 
for the fi rst time in his life, a warm and loving environment.

Willie’s experiences in the country village of ‘Little Weirwold’ 
allow him to grow and develop as a person. When he was living 
with his mother in London she abused him physically, mentally 
and emotionally. He lived in fear and often wet the bed as a 
result. His mother even sends a leather belt with Willie when he 
is evacuated so that the family he stays with can also discipline 
him. As a result of the abuse, Willie is withdrawn, alone and 
scared when he arrives at Mr Tom’s house: ‘Mum had said that if 
he made himself invisible people would like him …’. The warmth 
and friendly atmosphere of Little Weirwold help Willie to become 
more confi dent and to enjoy life. He makes friends and eventually 
stops wetting the bed: ‘… after he had entered the paint shop, 
he had felt as if a heavy wave of sadness had suddenly been lifted 
from out of him.’ He feels loved and secure.

It is also because of the setting that Mr Tom is forced to take 
someone into his home. Mr Tom had previously lost both his wife 
and his son, and he has isolated himself as a result. Mr Tom had 
forgotten how to love and he carried a lot of pain around inside 
himself. Had it not been for the war, Mr Tom may never have 
changed either. He has no choice in taking in an evacuee and it 
is through letting Willie into his house that he eventually lets him 
into his heart and learns to love and laugh again.

Lastly, the setting of the war also leads to Willie losing his dear 
friend, Zach. Will meets Zach in Little Weirwold, where Zach has 
also been sent as an evacuee. Zach’s energy and love of life are 
infectious and help Will to come out of his shell ‘… isn’t this the 
most wondrous, scrumptious, exciting thing that’s ever happened 
in the whole wide world?’. Together they have lots of adventures. 
Sadly, when Zach returns to London to be with his mother and 
father he is killed as a result of the bombing. Mr Tom is worried 
that Willie will withdraw into himself again. The story fi nishes 
with Will taking Zach’s bicycle and careering off down the road – 
showing that Zach’s impact on his life will not fade and that Willie 
will be all right. (E)

 1.1 Task 10
War is sometimes portrayed to the inexperienced as a thrilling 
experience, and one that is perhaps even ‘normal’ to go through 
on the journey to adulthood. Written during World War One but 
published posthumously in 1920, Wilfred Owen’s poem ‘Dulce 
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